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SPIME #8
The SPIME is an artistic, cosmic and pragmatic laboratory of improvisation based on a 
collective composition of music and artistic exchanges. During 4 days, 20 artists will 
experiment improvisation all together connecting their practices, expertises, manners and 
arts.

20 musicians and dancers from France, Austria, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Germany, 
Belgium and Denmark have been invited by Le Fondeur de Son to participate.

With the aim to support and create areas for expressions, this artistic meeting connects 
artists who daily devote a significant part of their work to free improvisation.

In the continuity of the previous 7 editions, the SPIME will create a place for exchanges, 
listening,thoughts and experimentation around free improvisation practices (experimental 
sounds, electroacoustics, dances...), and invite artists as spectators to discover and 
embody the power of spontaneous composition.

This year, in partnership with La Friche Lamartine, the SPIME will take place in Lyon,in 
France from the 18th to the 21st of May.

Wednesday 18th and Thursday 19 of May
Workshops and Jam of improvisation in Thurins 

Friday 20th and Saturday 21st of May
Concerts in La Friche Lamartine, 11 rue Claudius 
Pionchon, 69003 Lyon 

SPIME ♯8 is one of the several events organised in 
Europe by the improvised music network : share, a 
European project that support improvised music and 
the collaborative initiatives linked to it.

SPIME #8



Born in 2020 share is a European project created by 5 collectives around Europe : Anis Gras – 
Le lieu de l’Autre (France), Le Fondeur de son (France), Cricket Productions (Italy), The 
Community (Denmark) and Zpoluras (Portugal).

The ambition : unite artists and actors of free and improvised music with their practices 
around an organic and collaborative network.

Collectives, musicians, labels, festivals, institutions, cultural centers, journalists have partnered 
to experiment a collective structure.

For this to happen, share is support by Creative Europe which allow it to  :

- explore and adopt news and sustainable forms of collaboration
- promote its own independence thanks to solidarity
- bring a horizontal and self-directed organisation.

www.shareimpro.eu

the DATABASE IMPROVISERS WITHOUT BORDERS

A collaborative & open source database for improvisation

Following the idea of sharing, share has made available to everyone a Database of 
actors and practitioners of the free improvisation (artists, musicians, dancers, supporters, 
researchers, journalists, programmers, festivals, places, venues...)

Visit the database www.database.shareimpro.eu to take a look and possibly create 
your own profile to take part of the project.

www.database.shareimpro.eu

SHARE - improvised music network
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ANIS GRAS - LE LIEU DE L'autre

Housed in a former 19th century distillery, Anis Gras – Le lieu de l’Autre is a plural space of 
contemporary and multidisciplinary creation located in Arcueil, nearby Paris – France. Anis 
Gras – Le lieu de l’Autre is a space meant to provide the best possible conditions for artistic 
creation to feed and develop itself.

In the share project Anis Gras – Le lieu de l’Autre has the official role of applicant with the 
Europe Creative and project leader, facilitating many of the administrative tasks such as 
finance and reporting to the EU as well as the role of coordinator of the project.

Presentation file of the place

www.lelieudelautre.com
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http://lelieudelautre.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/anis-gras-dossier-drac-web.pdf


LE FONDEUR DE SON

Le Fondeur de Son  is a musician collective dedicated to the advancement and production of 
creative, innovative, and non-commercial music.

Created in the Paris region in 2012, Le Fondeur de Son provides logistical, administrative and 
financial support for demanding and daring artistic projects. In order to fight against the 
enormous pressures of conformity in our current time, its mission is to help creative musicians 
maintain their complete artistic integrity while at the same time attempting to broaden and 
diversify the audience for this underground Art Form.

In 2016, « Le Fondeur de Son » became a record label. Since then, more than 15 recordings have 
been released, getting a continuously growing attention from the specialized press around the 
world.

Since 2017, Le Fondeur de Son set up the SPIME event in Anis Gras-Le lieu de l'Autre in Arcueil. This 
year, the event will take place in Lyon, in France in partnership with the artistic place : La Friche 
Lamartine.

Le Fondeur de Son also organize a monthly jam session of improvisation in Anis Gras, every last 
Sunday of the month, named as : La Jam du Fondeur. 

www.lefondeurdeson.com

www.lefondeurdeson.bandcamp.com
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La FRICHE LAMARTINE

La Friche Lamartine is an open, collaborative and multidisciplinary place for experimentation 
and artistic creation. It hosts more than 350 artistic units each year and allow them to have 
access to spaces and resources nourishing their research and creative works. Furthermore, as a 
social, organic and dedicated place for creation, La Friche Lamartine meets the needs of 
exchanges of the artistic units. 

In fact, they come inthe Friche for both the access of resources, technical equipment, and the 
possibility to be connected with other disciplines, peoples and arts.

La Friche Lamartine was rehoused in 2019 in 3 different areas of Lyon : Ronfard factory 
(Lyon 3), Villa Pionchon (Lyon 3) and Tissot (Lyon 9).

This year, La Friche Lamartine will host the SPIME as a partner. This collaboration is aimed at 
creating nice exchanges and meetings around improvisation, experimentation, creative 
practices and self-directed and independent networks.

www.friche-lamartine.org
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Improvisors invited at the 

residency (JAMS, WORKSHOPs, 

concerts) 

MICHAL WROBLEWSKI 

Michal is a composer, improviser - 
saxophone player based in Prague, Czech 
Republic working in the fields of 
improvised, experimental, jazz music (as 
a sax player) and contemporary music (as 
a composer).

He co-leads and tour with bands: E 
Converso, JWQ, KIAP, Karm, Nejtek-
Klápště-Wróblewski-Chalupa

He curates festival Jazz Goes to Town, 
impro jam series Hybrid Sessions and 
co-runs a label Ma Records.
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https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/michal-wroblewski

// Czech Republic

// Saxophone 

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/michal-wroblewski
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JONAS gerigk

// Double Bass 
// Impakt 
// Germany 

Jonas Gerigk is a German double bass 
player who is active in the field of free 
improvisation, contemporary jazz, 
experimental music and contemporary 
classical music. He is based in Cologne 
and Pohrsdorf (Tharandt) after he studied 
at HfM Dresden, NMH Oslo and HfMT Köln.

A main focus of his work deals with the term Explorative Music. He is doing intensive research on 
the expansion of the sound spectrum of the acoustic double bass. With a physical as well as 
technical approach and preparations he explores the variety of timbres of his instrument. His solo 
album Sound Plantings (IMPAKT Records) is a snapshot of this work in the field of extended 
playing techniques.  Jonas is a member of numerous ensembles, works on long-term band 
projects (like Okoton and Vließ) and collaborates regularly with dancers and painters in 
interdisciplinary projects.

He organised the radio shows HEIMklang (Dresden) and SnapShot (Cologne), in which free 
improvisations of changing groups were broadcast live in the studio. Between October 2020 and 
February 2021 he organised the concert series RAUMKLANG – Explorative Music at the Atelier 
KunstRaum Dorissa Lem in Cologne. 

He is an active member of the collective IMPAKT – Improvisation und aktuelle Musik Köln.

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/jonas-gerigk

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/jonas-gerigk
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Agnes Distelberger 

// Dance 
// LiSi*A 
// Austria 

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/agnes-distelberger1 

Agnes Distelberger is a performer, 
choreographer, educator in dance and 
music. 

She studied music and dance education 
at the University of Performing Arts Vienna 
and at the University Mozarteum Salzburg. 
She works and teaches in the field of 
music and dance theater and 
performance. 

Artistically into transmedia performance  
and collective instant composition, she is 
the cofounder of the Collective LiSI*A 
( liberating structure of improvised art).
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Andrej fon

// Multi instrumentist 
// Slovenia 

He often collaborates with others musicians from diverse ad hoc spheres : (Seijiro 
Murajama, Samo Kutin, Tomaž Grom, Irena Tomažin, Noid, Vid Drašler..).

He is also involved in many other areas such as poetry, theater, marionette, handmade 
instruments, farming.

Andrej Fon is a Slovenian musician 
(Saxophone, guitar, gadja, drums, 
instruments he created himself, etc.)

He is active in various musical fields (RIO, 
no wave, free jazz, impro, folk music, 
songwriting...).

He plays (or played) and composes / 
improvises within the following music 
bands : Strahuljarji, Kraški solisti, Horda 
grdih, Žoambo žoet workestrao, Barka 
tone in bele plombe, Buče4, Olfamož, 
Oholo !, Svojat.

https://zars.bandcamp.com/album/svojat
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Christian rollet

// Battery, Drums 
// ARFI   
// France 

Christian Rollet began to teach himself 
philosophy and  drums before becoming 
a professional musician in 1968.

He is the co-founder of the musical 
collective ARFI (Association of Imaginary 
Folklore Research).

For around 50 years, he performed around 
the world with the Jazz Band : Workshop 
de Lyon.

His path has been highlighted by 
significant meetings with European and 
American solist improvisors (ex : duos with 
Han Bennink, Steve Lacy, Georges Lewis...).

He recorded 56 discs with several bands 
including two battery solos.

SPIME #8 

He has acquired great experience in staging for young audience musical theatre with the 
company La Carrerarie (Europe, Canada, Japon) and the organisation of "Nuits 
ARFI" (France, England, Ukraine...).

He has taken the initiative for various practical and theoretical interventions on 
pedagogy and improvisation.

https://www.discogs.com/artist/470816-Christian-Rollet

leachorot
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UNDAE

// Electronics
// Undae Tropic 
// France

Her art illustrates her atypical training path. Indeed, Undae studied classical percussion and jazz 
battery at the conservatory in Troyes and Paris performing on stage sometimes as an orchestral 
musician and sometimes as jazz woman. In 2007, she entered La Friche RVI as an artist residency 
when a taste for experimentation and free improvisation was lighted. Then, she joined the collectif 
Abi/Abo and different projects like Medjilis and Poupée Mobile turning progressingly into 
electronic music.

She works for sonic creation on movies and theaters such as "Safara", "À côté du paradis" from 
the Collective Item, "Printemps Critique" from D.Mirabaud or "Mathias ou l'itinéraire d'un enfant 
paumé" with le Corpus Urbain. 

She also composed for the exhibition of T.Chassagnac "La création d’Adam" and electroacoustic 
pieces like "Brillantasia". 

She also performs as Undae Tropic and with Tepuco, Paratonnerre and Poupée Mobile projects.

Songwriter, Producer and Performing 
Musician, Undae performs 
electronicmusic in various areas, when 
the road leads her. 

She plays with digital creation tools to 
create her own universe (cosmic 
insects and worlds, landscapes in 
metamorphosis, and immersive diving).

https://undae.bandcamp.com/

https://undae.bandcamp.com/
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Elena waclawiczek

// Dance 
// LiSi*A 
// Austria

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/elena-waclawiczek

Elena Waclawiczek is a visual artist, 
performer and choreographer based in   
Vienna and Paris. 

With the body in relation (with space, 
surrounding, other bodies, materials, 
objects …) she is creating performances, 
video works, installations, paintings, 
graphics… 

Her work often cross the lines 
between visual art, choreography and 
dance… 

Most of her research, solo- and 
collaborative works are dealing with 
improvisation as method and issue of 
research. About Improvisation and 
Collective Composition she works in 
transmedial art- and performance 
projects with musicians, visual and cross-
over artists, painters, poets and dancers 
all over Europe.

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/elena-waclawiczek
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// France 

Julien belon

// Electro acoustique 
// Poupée mobile

Julien Belon is a keyboard improvisor 
born in Lyon in 1979. His work is built 
around electroacoustic music, collage 
and sound spatialization.

When audio cassettes were still used, he 
taught himself indus and ambient, then 
he studied composition and estetic at 
the Lyon Conservatory, from which he 
graduated in 2003.

He improves his experience of 
spatalization on Motus acousmonium. In 
2001, he participated in the creation of 
the electroacoustic band : Poupée 
Mobile which performs acousmatic, free 
impro and noise in many different places.

His research is partly on making a dialogue between his collages and instrumental and free 
improvisation. For that, she started working and playing on stage with Axel Dörner, Michel 
Doneda, Xavier Charles, John Butcher, Ninh le Quân...

One other focus is on the making of radio shows : fiction, essays, documentaires and music for 
the stage. Let's see if he would achieve the merging between these 2 focuses.
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Baptiste de fREMONT

// Electronics
// Kintette Onirique  
// France 

https://kintetteonirique.bandcamp.com

Baptiste de Frémont is a free improvisor, 
electroacoustic composer and  music 
computer developer. 
As a sound lover, his work is focused both 
on instrumental gestures for electronics 
and the listening aspect.

He has been trained in improvisation, 
composing and sound engineering in the 
conservatory io Annecy and Brest and ISB 
(Image and Sound in Brest).

In created in 2016 Kintette Onirique, a mix between free improvisation, world of dreams and sounds, 
dusk with augmented instruments, synthesisers and multicasts. 4 years later, he created with 
Romane Rosser a duo known as Ourganta : a shamanic couple improvising in the depths of the 
celestial abyss leading to the transcendance between the current moment and the our inner self. 
They started to play for the radio with : La Jungle Electronique and then on stage. 

leachorot
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Pierre-yvan blondet

// Electronics 
// France 

Since the 1990's, Pierre-Yvan Blondet had 
mixed in raves and free parties.

He is part of the Zygomatick, a sound 
system which invents new ways to dance 
in all sorts of unusual places.

He released various vinyles of the labels : 
Hokus Pokus, Kronik and Polymorph, and 
participated to compils.

He has been part of the french sound 
system named Trois Points and shared 
the scene as a duo with The Real Fake 
MC (Wildcampdj & the Real Fake MC).

Simultaneously, his passion for electronics music and the discovery he made of the acousmatic music 
has led him in acousmatic composition class in the CNR of Lyon where his band Groupe Mobile was 
born.

Since 2001, the Poupée Mobile has been making hypnagogic music, playing with the multicast 
technique to bring the public in waking dreams.

While he was living in the brown-field site : RVI, he met people with whom he organised unforgettable 
concerts and raves.

He is currently mixing under the pseudo Discobolide in concerts and festivals playing with an 
augmented modular synthesiser.

https://soundcloud.com/wildcampdj
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// The Community Collective
// Denmark 

Copenhagen based musician, composer, 
producer and organizer, Jonathan 
Aardestrup, has balanced his expressive 
output between the unconventional and the 
catchy.

A free-spirited bassplayer who is always 
seeking to break new ground in denial of 
pointless repetition, leading to a continuous 
investigation in composed original music, 
improvisation and the correlation of the two.

While always playing with collectively based 
groups that worked closely together for 
many years, the idea of bringing musicians 
together has been central to his efforts and 
since he was a young teenager, he has been 
organizing events which facilitate a 
foundation for musicians to build relations. 
Music as a social phenomenon based on 
#freedom. Abstract, sometimes wordless, 
political statements in Hip Hop, Jazz, 
Reggae, Avantgarde, Experimental 
Electronic - always independent. 

In the last couple of years his primary focus has been on creating a continuous flow of more or less 
spontaneous sessions with like minded musicians reflecting common ideas in music as in life. New 
meetings and explorations with emotionally unified collaborators has lead to a more open and 
direct musical conception. This has sparked jolts of mystic magical energy, in new constellations 
with many different members on the improscene.

Member of the international collective of improvisors : The Community. Currently playing in The 
Way Out, Trup Aardestrup and on a freelance basis.

Jonathan aardestrup 

// Double bass

SPIME #8 

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/jonathan-aardestrup

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/jonathan-aardestrup
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UYGUR VURAL

// Cello

// Germany/ Turkey

Berlin-based multidisciplinary artist 
Uygur Vural was born in Antalya/ 
Turkey. He studied Cello and 
Composition at İ stanbul Bilgi 
University. He also received his 
Master of Fine Arts degree in Visual 
Communication Design. 

Uygur has been working and 
researching about experimental 
performance techniques and non-
classical (Classical Western Music) 
forms of cello, using them in his 
improvisation performances. 

His music interacts with many different musical styles such as Free Improvise, Classical 
Ottoman/Indian/Arabic and European Contemporary music, free jazz etc. It is often 
possible to hear the influences from a very rich background of Anatolian musical and 
cultural richness through his music.

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/uygur-vural

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/uygur-vural
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Improvisors of the collective 
Le Fondeur de Son  

OLIVIA SCEMAMA 

// Bass, Double bass
// Le Fondeur de son
// France

http://www.oliviascemama.com
https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/olivia-scemama

Olivia Scemama has learned by herself 
electric guitar listening to 90s metal 
sound. He discovered jazz and double 
bass in American School of Modern Music 
and continued music perfecting classical 
technique.

Between 2002 and 2009, Olivia mainly 
played on the metal scene : Aborted au 
Wacken Open Air (DE), No Return au 
Summerbreeze (DE), Hole in the Sky (Nor), 
plus récemment Argile au Hellfest (Fr)… but 
also on pop, jazz, hip-hip, dance, theater 
and teaching projects.

Since 2013, she has collaborated with improvisors of free and experimental music such as Isa Yu 
and Makoto Sato, and parisians collectives Coax like Le Fondeur de Son, 2035, et l’Œil Kollectif 
from belgium. 

Nowadays, She records and plays with TRIBALISM3 (Yann Joussein, Luca Ventimiglia), EL 
MEMORIOSO (Nicolas Souchal, Xavier Camarasa, Julien Pontvianne, Julien Chamla), BASTILLE 
(Philippe Gleizes, Delphine Joussein, Xavier Camarasa), MASKED PICKLE (Tom Malmendier, Clara 
Weil), PIMPRENELLE (Delphine Joussein), CRYING OUT LOUD as part of the device : THE BRIDGE 
(Dan Bitney, Rob Frye, Simon Sieger, JayVe Montgomery), and works on TAIYANG, solo on 
electric bass and gong.

http://www.oliviascemama.com
leachorot
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Florent Dupuit 

// Saxophone, flutes 
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// France 

Florent Dupuit has been awarded two 
gold medals at the Montreuil’s National 
School of Music (saxophone and 
chamber music), and has also followed a 
formation in baroque flute for fifteen 
years. In addition to his participation to 
the bands of famous musicians such as 
Glenn Ferris, Sylvain Kassap, François 
Corneloup or Eddy Louiss (between 1992 
and 1996), he has been a steady actor in 
many parisian bands in a broad musical 
spector, from jazz to rock and in various 
contexts of creation. He is also involved in 
numerous projects in the field of 
contemporary classical music, and has 
been Art Director for Shaï Label between 
1998 and 2000.

Today, Florent is a member of ARBF and 
Tikkun ; bands leaded by bassist Yoram 
Rosilio, of Pedro Kouyaté’s quartet, and 
of Fred Maurin’s orchestra Ping Machine 
and leads his own band Alice’s Mirror 
Quartet.

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/florent-dupuit 

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/florent-dupuit
leachorot
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Francois Mellan 

// Sousaphone, Valve trombone 
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// France 

For many years, François Mellan played 
trumpet in unknown funk combos, big 
bands and ephemeral festival brass 
bands. Passionate about sounds and 
mutes, from Cootie Williams to Lester 
Bowie, he decides however to "change of 
dimension" by switching to the  susaphone. 
Exploring this instrument with underrated 
qualities, he keeps his love of expressive 
sounds, old swing and free music...

François runs his own project, a brass band 
called Illustre Klaxon, is involve in the 
collective Le Fondeur de Son and is a 
member of the Anti Rubber Brain Factory, 
directed by bassist Yoram Rosilio. 

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/francois-mellan 
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Jessico Saulou 

// Electronic 
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// Belgium 

Jean-Philippe started learning music in a 
punk band in 1994 as guitarist and singer. 

Very soon, the band has started to 
perform on stage and moved into a freer 
musical approach including improvisation 
and experimetation.

To broaden his musical practice, he 
started to play several others 
instruments : strings, percussion, 
electronic devices, tampered vinyl 
turntables, mixing tables, amplified objec 
d'objets amplifiés, etc. 

At the same time, in line with his love for 
music, he followed a formation in Paris to 
become a a sound engineer.

In 2003, in Paris, he increased the numbers of collaborations with musicians from various and 
differents horizons (classic, free jazz, noise...) and composed for theatre play as well as 
experimental movies.

With his musical research, he tried to create a unity between various musical influences. Make 
musical what is seems not to be, and vice versa.

He plays with the duo U.N.D.O., the noise trio Blanz Orgabar and he is parti of the collectif Anti 
Rubeer Brain Factory.

He has performed in various concerts in France, in Europe and North Africa.

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/jean-philippe-saulou 
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Julien Catherine 

// Batterie, Percussions 
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// France 

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/julien-catherine 

Julien Catherine is a french drummer and 
percussionist active on the jazz and 
improvised music Parisian scene. He is 
involved in numerous bands of different 
sizes going from large ensembles (Let My 
People Hear Music BigBand, Anti RubBer 
brAiN FActOrY, NuTz&BoltZ Tentet, 
Orchestre 2035 to smaller combos such 
as Otok (Yoram Rosilio, Hamza Touré, 
Thomas Zielinski, Vattelappesca 
(Morgane Carnet, Waly Loume, Luca 
Ventimiglia). 

He is a member of Ábàjade, inspired by 
western african music styles and their 
cousins in the caribbean.

He has studied drums with Simon Goubert, Ianik Tallet, Rafaël Korner, Fred Pasqua, classical 
percussions with Marc Dumazert, and traditional percussions with Ivan Ormond (Sabar) and 
Sebastien Quezada, Barbaro Machito Crespo, Ramon Tamayo Martinez (Bàtá drums).

He is a member of the collectives and labels Le Fondeur de Son and 2035.
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Nicolas Souchal 

// Trompette 
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// France 

Nicolas Souchal is a French trumpetist 
active on the music improvisation and  
contemporary jazz scenes. He is known for 
his sense of construction in improvisation, 
his expressive sound, and his playing 
including extended technics.

His plays has learned from musicians such 
as Don Cherry, Jean-Luc Cappozzo, Axel 
Droner or Daunik Lazro.

He is a member of Collectif Musique en 
Friche, a melting pot of improvisation, 
alike the ARFI (Association for the 
Imaginary Folklore).

Since 2000, he is a composer and arranger within the music group Balkan Brass Band but also in 
the Jazz quartuor : Humbaba, in which he started to work on traditional East Europe music.

Since 2010, he has performed in various stage in Paris :

Pavillon Rouge (with Jean-Luc Cappozzo, Matthias Mahler and Jean-Marc Foussat & ARBF ; 
Hmadcha Essaouira (meeting with free jazz and muorocans msiciens, direction by Yoram Rosilio ; 
Quintet Leather (epidermal improvised music, with Jean-Brice Godet, John Cooney, Yoram 
Rosilio, Jérôme Fouquet.

www.nicolassouchal.fr 

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/nicolas-souchal 
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Niels Mestre 

// Guitare
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// France 

Composer and improviser living in Paris, 
Niels Mestre was graduated from ATLA as 
the most accomplished student when he 
was twenty years old with Pierre Chaze 
as main teacher who was taught by René 
Thomas. He played since with dozens of 
bands in many styles (r'n'b, blues, rock, 
funk, metal, reggae, chanson, world, 
jazz...) from Algeciras to Tokyo, Istanbul, 
Moscow or Rome...  He studied jazz 
harmony with Derek Sebastian for two 
years and classical composition with 
Jean-Michel Bardez, one of the last 
students of Olivier Messiaen, for seven 
years at the Hector Berlioz conservatory 
in Paris. Always in balance between 
improvisation and composition, he 
performs frequently in a lot of different 
contexts. 

One of his compositions “Lettre à l'oisif (d'après 会津磐梯山) “ has been created in Japan by the 
NY Licorice Ensemble, another one has been released on the SEAMUS’ album “ Sonic Haiku “ . He 
had also composed for theatre and cinema.

https://database.shareimpro.eu/en/person/niels-mestre 
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Yoram Rosilio 

// Double Bass 
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// France 

Yoram Rosilio is a bassist, percussionist, 
composer, leader, producer and organiser. 

He stands as a leader and composer in 
the International Big Band “Anti RubBer 
brAiN FActOrY” (arbf) and in the band 
Tikkun. 

Since 2017, he is one of the Co-founders 
and Artistic Director of the Network 
S.H.A.R.E : European network for creative 
music and improvised arts. Responsible of 
a declined festival, the SPIME, taking place 
in Paris every year.  

Since 2016, he is the Co-founder and co-
artistic director of the phonographic label 
LFDS Records, creative Music, based in 
Paris and of the Artistic Collective Le 
Fondeur de Son. 

Since 2015, he has been a resident at Anis Gras - Le lieu de l'Autre - Arcueil - Place of artistic 
creation within which he bases a large part of his activities.

From 2015 to 2019, he co-directed several shows on Radio Libertaire (89.4FM - Paris) to broadcast 
and publicize a maximum of underground, traditional, improvised music, Free Jazz ... Blues en 
Liberté and Tumultum Hominum.

Finally, Yoram Rosilio take part of "the Bridge", musical creation project between Chicago and 
Paris, bringing together nearly 140 musicians among the most representative of the both Free 
Jazz scenes.

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/yoram-rosilio

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/yoram-rosilio
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JEROME FOUQUET

// Trumpet 
// Le Fondeur de Son 
// France 

Born in 1978 in Beauvais city ( France ) he 
shares his childhood between the practice 
of trumpet and bass. He began to study 
jazz at the Departmental Academy of Jazz 
of Oise. Then enters in 2002 to the Paris 
9th district's conservatory where he 
studied with Nicolas Folmer, Tony Russo, 
Pierre Bertrand and Jacques Vidal. Prolific 
trumpet player evolving as well in jazz, funk 
or improvised music and insatiable 
traveler, he collaborates in France and 
abroad, especially in Japan, with many 
formations and artists such as Jean Michel 
Couchet, Didier Malherbe,Sylvain Barou, 
Jacques Di Donato, Florent Pujuila , Simon 
Goubert, Boris Blanchet, Morishige 
Yasumune, Kita Naoki, Matsumoto Kenichi, 
Ogino Yasuyoshi, Matsumura Takumi, to 
mention just a few ...

In recent years he has performed with his own bands KUMA! and Elastic Tribe.

He works regularly with Le Gros Tube brass band, Yoram Rosilio's Anti Rubber Brain Factory, 
Orchestre 2035, Maxime Perrin's Célestins, Benoît Crauste's Bettersweet and Spacebop Quintet, 
Death Breath Orchestra, Nebula Machina...

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/jerome-fouquet

https://database.shareimpro.eu/fr/person/jerome-fouquet


SHARE - IMPROVISED MUSIC NETWORK 
Coordination - Léa Chorot
info@shareimpro.eu / +33 6 99 26 50 47 
Communication - Ana Vallejo
com.share@lelieudelautre.com

LE FONDEUR DE SON / LFDS RECORDS 
fondeurdeson@gmail.com

FRICHE ARTISTIQUE LAMARTINE 
contact@friche-lamartine.org

www.database.shareimpro.eu 
www.instagram.com/share_impro 
www.facebook.com/share.impro

WEDNESDAY 18/05
Thurins
Workshops et Jams 
Only for residents

THURSDAY 19/05
Thurins
19h : Jam session 
Open to the public
Free entrance

FRIDAY 20/05
Friche  Lamartine
19h : Concert et Jam session 
Open to the public
Buy ticket online or on site

SATURDAY 21/05 
Friche  Lamartine
19h : Concert 
Open to the public
Buy ticket online or on site

PARTErns

ACCESs

FRICHE LAMARTINE/ 
VILLA PIONCHON
11 rue Claudius Pionchon 
69003 Lyon
09 72 38 05 09
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PROGRAM
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